
Hand-Foot-Clothing Contamination Monitor
with plastic scintillation detectors

contaminated. To check the personnel working in the control 

area, a stationary HFC-contamination monitor is placed at the 

exit, according to the German Radiation Protection ordinance 

monitors we o!er you a wide range of models and versions 

which are all developed and assembled in our own factory.

System characteristics

innovative detector technology based on 

 thin-layer plastic scintillation detectors

   therefore signi"cant reduction of repair costs

appropriate for α- and β/γ-contamination measurements

 computer basis

 LCD-screen for measuring value display

 pre-selection possible

 of selection menu, card or transponder

 probe required

 quality check

 access control and parameter setting functions

Contamination monitoring

Contamination measurement with tendency indication

For use in narrow areas, the HFC-monitor with frontally  

integrated hand detectors is the ideal solution. For mobi-

le use it can also be equipped with transport wheels and a 

hand grip. Depending on the version, the right hand detector  

can be taken out for use as a frisker probe. Like the standard 

HFC-monitor, this narrow version is also available with single 

or double hand detectors. You can even choose between  

vertically or horizontally mounted hand detectors.

Detector display (count rate of the detectors) 

for function check 

HFC-Contamination monitor, standard version HFC-Contamination monitor, small version

with double, vertical hand detectors
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If it is su&cient to measure the hands, the hand monitor for 

wall mounting is a useful solution. The hand monitor is based 

on the same technology and electronics as the HFC-monitor 

and can be extended by an optional foot monitoring unit 

Contamination monitoring

HFC V10, standard version
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HFC walk-through monitor

HFC V10

The latest result of our continuous product development 

 

housing combined with most modern PC-technology on 

intuitively via the large-area LCD touch-screen. In addition, 

-

work implementation, data transmission and connection of  

printers, transponders or card readers.

For use in a lock area, the HFC walk-through monitor is  

available. Like all our HFC-monitors of our product line, this 

monitor o!ers the possibility to link its output relays with  

external controlling units, for example a door interlock.

HFC V10 with double hand detectors

Hand monitor for wall mounting


